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Abstract
Existing methods for arbitrary shaped text spotting can be divided into two categories: bottom-up methods detect and recognize
local areas of text, and then group them into text lines or words; top-down methods detect text regions of interest, then apply
polygon fitting and text recognition to the detected regions. In this paper, we analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
these two methods, and propose a novel text spotter by fusing bottom-up and top-down processing. To detect text of arbitrary
shapes, we employ a bottom-up detector to describe text with a series of rotated squares, and design a top-down detector
to represent the region of interest with a minimum enclosing rotated rectangle. Then the text boundary is determined by
fusing the outputs of two detectors. To connect arbitrary shaped text detection and recognition, we propose a differentiable
operator named RoISlide, which can extract features for arbitrary text regions from whole image feature maps. Based on
the extracted features through RoISlide, a CNN and CTC based text recognizer is introduced to make the framework free
from character-level annotations. To improve the robustness against scale variance, we further propose a residual dual scale
spotting mechanism, where two spotters work on different feature levels, and the high-level spotter is based on residuals of
the low-level spotter. Our method has achieved state-of-the-art performance on four English datasets and one Chinese dataset,
including both arbitrary shaped and oriented texts. We also provide abundant ablation experiments to analyze how the key
components affect the performance.
Keywords Scene text spotting · Arbitrary shapes · Bottom-up · Top-down · Residual dual scale
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The goal of scene text spotting is to detect and recognize
texts in natural scene images. As it plays an important role in
document analysis and image understanding, it has attracted
increasing attention in recent years. Besides the variability in
text scales and orientations, scene text often appears in arbitrary shapes. However, most existing text spotting methods
(Liu et al. 2018; He et al. 2018a; Li et al. 2017; Bušta et al.
2017) only focus on horizontal/oriented texts and thus cannot work well on arbitrary shaped texts. Therefore, arbitrary
shaped text spotting is still a challenge.
Traditional text spotting methods usually treat text detection and recognition as two separate tasks, in which a text
detector first locates text regions, then text recognition is
conducted on the cropped text regions. There are two main
disadvantages of these methods. On one hand, text detec4
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Fig. 1 a Bottom-up methods group local units to obtain final detection
and recognition results. They usually suffer from the adhesion problem. b Top-down methods conduct polygon fitting and text recognition

within the detected RoIs. They have a strict requirement for the receptive field. c Combining bottom-up and top-down processing can avoid
the adhesion problem and the restriction of the receptive field

tors and recognizers need to extract features repeatedly,
thus increases the computation cost. On the other hand,
the ignorance of the correlation between text detection and
recognition leads to suboptimal performance for the combined system. Thus, some researchers (Liu et al. 2018; He
et al. 2018a; Li et al. 2017; Bušta et al. 2017) have proposed
to integrate text detection and recognition in an end-to-end
manner. Liu et al. (2018) proposed a differentiable operator RoIRotate to extract oriented text regions from whole
image feature maps. He et al. (2018a) introduced a text alignment layer, in which the grid sampling scheme can avoid the
negative effects caused by orientation change and quantization factor. Although these methods have made significant
progress, their strict restrictions on text shape make them
difficult to handle arbitrary shaped texts in real-world.
Recently, some methods (Feng et al. 2019; Lyu et al. 2018;
Liao et al. 2019) were proposed to perform arbitrary shaped
text spotting with an end-to-end trainable network. These
methods can be roughly divided into two categories as shown
in Fig. 1. Bottom-up methods treat the text as a group of local
units (Feng et al. 2019), which are first detected and recognized, then the results are grouped together. However, the
grouping operation may suffer from adhesion problem when
text lines lie close to each other as shown in Fig. 1a, which
will lead to wrongly merging several independent text regions
together. Different from bottom-up methods, top-down methods take texts as generic objects. In this category, methods
(Lyu et al. 2018; Liao et al. 2019) first detect text regions
of interest (RoIs) with generic object detection frameworks
like Faster-RCNN (Ren et al. 2015), then polygon fitting and
text recognition are conducted on the cropped text features.
Therefore, these methods can detect text regions directly
without the need of grouping local units. However, these
methods require sufficiently large receptive field to cover the
whole text region. When the text line is long, a text region may
be wrongly splitted into several individual parts as shown in

Fig. 1b, which is harmful to the following polygon fitting and
text recognition.
Fusing bottom-up and top-down processing could improve
arbitrary shaped text spotting as shown in Fig. 1c. On one
hand, the RoIs in top-down processing can provide boundary
information of text. Although the local units lie close to each
other, the intersection-over-union (IoU) of RoIs for different
text instances is very low as shown in Fig. 1c. Therefore, the
RoIs in top-down processing are powerful cues for separating close text instances. This alleviates the adhesion problem
in bottom-up processing. On the other hand, the local units
in bottom-up processing are free from the restriction of the
receptive field. Although the receptive field fails to cover a
long text line, grouping local units still yields complete text
boundary as shown in Fig. 1c. Therefore, detecting and recognizing local units could be more robust to the diversity of
text shapes.
Inspired by the above analysis, we propose a residual dual
scale scene text spotting framework by fusing bottom-up
and top-down processing as shown in Fig. 2. Specifically,
we adopt dual scale text spotters where two spotters work
on different feature levels, and the second spotter learns
the residual of the first, which makes the framework robust
to scale variance. In each spotter, a bottom-up detector
describes the shape of text with a series of rotated squares,
which is adaptive to complex text shapes. Moreover, a topdown detector represents the RoI with a minimum enclosing
rotated rectangle, making the framework free from adhesion
problem. By utilizing the complementary information, the
final text boundary is determined by fusing the bottom-up
and top-down results. Then we employ a feature operator
named RoISlide (Feng et al. 2019) to extract arbitrary text
regions from whole image feature maps, which is the key
to connect detection and recognition modules. Based on
the features extracted by RoISlide, a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and Connectionist Temporal Classification
(Graves et al. 2006) (CTC) based text recognizer is used to
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give the final recognition result, making the framework efficient and free from character-level annotations. The proposed
framework is effective for both curved and oriented text spotting, and has achieved state-of-the-art performance on four
English datasets and one Chinese dataset.
This paper is an extension of our previous conference
paper Feng et al. (2019), and the major new contributions
are in three folds:
1. We extend our previous method to integrate bottom-up
and top-down processing for alleviating the adhesion
problem and the restriction of receptive field;
2. A new residual dual scale mechanism is designed to
achieve text spotting with different level of features
according to the scale of text, so as to enhance the robustness against the variations of text scales;
3. We provide more ablation experiments to evaluate the
influence of key components on text detection and spotting performance.

Recently, some methods were proposed to detect text of
arbitrary shapes in a top-down manner. Liu et al. (2017) proposed a new dataset in which curved texts are described by
a 14 point polygon, and combined the recurrent transverse
and longitudinal offset connection to detect curved texts.
Wang et al. (2019) employed a Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) to represent text boundary adaptively. Some other
methods detect local units first, and then group them together
in a bottom-up manner. In Long et al. (2018), curved text is
described as a series of ordered, overlapping disks centered
at symmetric axes. Baek et al. (2019) detected curved text
by exploring each character and affinity between characters.
Wang et al. (2019) proposed a curved text detector by predicting several scale kernels of text. Different from these
methods, we adopt a bottom-up detector and a top-down
detector to determine the text boundary together, utilizing
the complementary information from both the top-down and
bottom-up processing to achieve more accurate text spotting.

2.2 Scene Text Recognition
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
reviews related works of scene text detection, recognition and
spotting. Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4
presents experimental results on benchmarks and analyzes
the effects of key components. Finally, Sect. 5 provides concluding remarks.

2 Related Work
In this section, we review related works including text detection, recognition and spotting, respectively. Related recent
reviews can be found in Ye and Doermann (2015) and Zhu
et al. (2016).

2.1 Scene Text Detection
Traditional methods (Tian et al. 2015; He et al. 2016b)
regard texts as a composition of characters, in which the
detected characters are aggregated into words or lines. The
disadvantages of these methods lie in the error accumulation
and inefficiency. Deep learning based methods detect words
directly in the similar way to generic object detection. On
the basis of Faster-RCNN, Liu and Jin (2017) modified the
anchor mechanism into a rotated form to fit multi-oriented
texts. Liao et al. (2017) proposed TextBoxes in which the
network parameters are specific to text detection. Similar
to Densebox Huang et al. (2015), He et al. (2017c) and
Zhou et al. (2017) regressed the vertexes of quadrilateral text
directly, while eliminating unnecessary intermediate steps.
Although these methods make great progress on benchmarks
where text boundary is labeled by quadrangles or rectangles,
they perform insufficiently on arbitrary shaped texts.

Most conventional methods (Wang et al. 2011; Jaderberg
et al. 2014; Mishra et al. 2012) recognize characters based on
candidate character detection or segmentation, and then integrate recognition results into words. However, these methods
are easily influenced by character detection or segmentation
errors. With the success of deep learning, some methods (Shi
et al. 2017; He et al. 2016a) extract features with CNNs,
and then use RNNs to generate sequential labels. Finally, a
CTC-based decoder is employed to remove duplicated labels.
Nevertheless, these methods only focus on straight texts, and
do not perform well for curved text recognition.
To recognize text of arbitrary shapes, some recent methods
are proposed to rectify the text first, and then get the recognition result with a text recognizer designed for straight texts.
Shi et al. (2019) proposed a spatial attention mechanism to
rectify the curved text into a regular one. Some other methods
perform recognize arbitrary shapes text without rectification. Cheng et al. (2017) introduced an arbitrary orientation
network to encode the input image from four directions. In
Yang et al. (2017), an attention mechanism is employed on
two-dimensional feature maps. However, most of the above
methods are based on RNNs, which predict classification
results sequentially. Differently, in this paper, the proposed
text recognizer can classify each time step in parallel, which
offers much more practical value due to the computational
efficiency.

2.3 Scene Text Spotting
Most existing methods (Jaderberg et al. 2016; Bissacco
et al. 2013; Liao et al. 2018) perform text spotting through
two separate steps: text detection followed by cropped text
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Fig. 2 a Overview of the proposed framework, which consists of dual scale text spotters. b Detailed structure of each text spotter, which consists
of a text detector, a feature extractor RoISlide and a text recognizer

recognition. This cascaded strategy leads to sub-optimal performance because of the error or failure in the first step.
To share visual cues in text detection and recognition, some
methods were proposed to perform text spotting in an end-toend manner. Li et al. (2017) proposed a RoI encoding method
to detect and recognize horizontal texts in a single forward
pass. He et al. (2018a) introduced a text alignment layer for
combining oriented text detection and recognition. Similar
to the pipeline of He et al. (2018a) and Liu et al. (2018) proposed a differentiable operator RoIRotate to extract oriented
text regions from feature maps. Patel et al. (2018) combined
multi-language text spotting and script identification into a
unified framework. However, these methods were aimed to
deal with horizontal or oriented texts.
Recently, some methods were proposed to achieve arbitrary shaped text spotting. On the basis of Mask-RCNN
He et al. (2017a), Lyu et al. (2018) and Liao et al. (2019)
first detect RoIs using Faster RCNN, and then perform arbitrary shaped text detection with polygon fitting. On the top
of cropped RoIs, a character-segmentation based and an
attention-based text recognizer are employed to recognize
arbitrary shaped texts. However, the detected RoIs have strict
requirements for receptive field, and incomplete RoIs will be
detrimental to subsequent polygon fitting and text recognition. Following the reading mechanism of human [1], our
previous method TextDragon Feng et al. (2019) uses a unified framework to detect and recognize local units of arbitrary
shaped texts, and then merge the detection and recognition
results together, where close text instances are separated with
heuristic conditions. Instead, the proposed method in this
paper employs a top-down detector to avoid the adhesion
problem, and is free from the restriction of the receptive field.

3 The Proposed Method
Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed end-to-end
scene text spotting framework, which can detect and recognize arbitrary shaped texts in a single forward pass. After
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Fig. 3 The structure of residual dual scale spotting. The text spotter 2
learns the residual of text spotter 1 instead of running independently.
The dashed red box shows the input of two spotters. “Conv Stages” 3–5
are from VGG-16, and “Upsample” represents a deconvolution layer of
128 channels with stride 2 (Color figure online)

extracting visual features by the stem network, a residual
dual scale spotting mechanism is employed to deal with
scale invariance, in which the second scale spotter learns
the residual of the first. In each spotter, a bottom-up detector
is employed to describe each text instance with a series of
rotated squares. Meanwhile, a top-down detector is applied
to predict a minimum enclosing rotated rectangle for each
text instance. Then, these two detectors are fused to group
local rotated squares. After grouping local units, the proposed differentiable operator RoISlide extracts features for
each rotated squares from whole image feature maps, where
a local transformer network is employed to transform rotated
features into rectified ones. Then, the CNN based text recognizer predicts the category of each rotated square with the
features extracted by RoISlide, and decodes the sequenced
result with a CTC decoder. The modules of text detection,
RoISlide and text recognition are trained jointly on images
of texts with only word/line-level annotations. In the following, we will introduce the details of the residual dual scale
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Fig. 4 The output of text detector. We only show part of the bounding
boxes in the Local Height branch for better visualization, but actually
the bounding boxes are much more dense

spotting, detector, RoISlide, recognizer, inference procedure
and label generation.

3.1 Residual Dual Scale Spotting
To deal with scale invariance, most previous methods (Redmon and Farhadi 2018; Lin et al. 2017) assign a specific
feature level for texts with similar scales and process multiple levels in parallel. However, these methods ignore the
correlation between scales, and it is even more difficult to
define the scale of arbitrary shaped text than oriented text.
Therefore, we propose a residual dual scale spotting mechanism, in which two spotters no longer run independently and
features are assigned to suitable text automatically. The proposed residual dual scale mechanism consists of two spotters.
The first scale spotter is enhanced to maximize the text spotting performance and the second scale spotter can be focused
on text that can not be identified by the first one.
The detailed structure of residual scale spotting is shown
in Fig. 3. The stem network adopts the similar structure to
FPN (Lin et al. 2017), in which feature maps are merged from
different levels. For the first spotter, the input visual features
V1 are merged from conv stage 4 to conv stage 5, and the
input visual features V2 for the second spotter are merged
from conv stage 3 to conv stage 5. However, the text recognition task needs finer-grained features, so the input visual
features for both spotters are upsampled to 1/4 size of the
input image. Unlike previous methods treating different feature levels independently, the input features for the second
spotter also contain features from the first spotter. Therefore,
the second spotter is based on the residual of the first one.
The input features of residual dual scale spotting can be formulated as:
1
= Conv(U psample(V1 ))
Finput
2
1
Finput
= Conv(V2 + Finput
),

(1)

1
2
and Finput
represent the input features for the
where Finput
first and second spotters, respectively.

To flexibly represent arbitrary shaped texts, we adopt the
similar idea in TextSnake (Long et al. 2018) and TextDragon
(Feng et al. 2019), which predict local geometry attributes of
text as shown in Fig. 4. However, TextSnake and TextDragon
group local boxes by heuristic rules, which are easily influenced by adhesion problem. Therefore, we add a top-down
detector to improve the robustness against the adhesion problem. Finally, the output module consists of three tasks:
Centerline Segmentation, Bottom-up Detection and Topdown Detection. The output maps of these three tasks are
1/4 size of the input image. In the following, we will introduce details of these three tasks.
Centerline Segmentation This can be regarded as a pixelwise classification task, in which text is positive class and
non-text is negative class. Instead of regarding all pixels
within the text region as positive, we only segment pixels
within a distance r from the text centerline. The shrunk version of the original text can alleviate the adhesion problem
when text instances lie close to each other. In addition, we
use online hard example mining (OHEM) (Shrivastava et al.
2016) in training the task for better performance and faster
convergence.
The loss function for Centerline Segmentation task is the
squared hinge loss. Denote the predicted value for a given
pixel as ps , the ground truth as ps∗ ( ps∗ ∈ {0, 1}), and the set
of selected pixels by OHEM as S. L seg is given by:
L seg =

1 
max(0, sign(0.5 − ps∗ ) · ( ps − ps∗ ))2 .
|S|

(2)

s∈S

In particular, some pixels are ignored in two cases. First,
text is regarded as a positive
sample only when
its average


−1
1
local height ranges in 32 × 2 , 32 × 2 . If the average
local height falls in [32 × 2−1.5 , 32 × 2−1 ) ∪ (32 × 21 , 32 ×
21.5 ], pixels within the text instance are ignored, otherwise we
regard it as negative. Second, the positive region is enclosed
with a “NOT CARE” boundary as transition from positive
to negative. The boundary thickness is 0.1 times the average
local height.
Bottom-up Detection This task aims to describe each text
with a series of local rotated squares, which detects arbitrary shaped text flexibly in a bottom-up manner. We use
two geometry attributes to represent each local rotated square
here. The first attribute is the local text height, which is represented by a square whose side length equals the local height.
The second attribute is the rotation angle, whose range is
from −90◦ to 90◦ .
The loss functions for Bottom-up Detector are the IoU
loss (Yu et al. 2016) and the rotation angle loss (Zhou et al.
2017), since they are robust to variation in text shape. To
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regress the bounding box, the original IoU loss uses ReLU
layer to ensure that the predicted value is positive. However,
the range of local text height is specified as in Centerline
Segmentation task. For fast convergence and avoidance of
outliers, we constrain the range of predicted values using a
Sigmoid&Scale module, which consists of a sigmoid layer
and a scale layer. This module can be formulated as:
z̃ =

100
,
1 + e−z

(3)

where z is the input of this module and z̃ is the output. Here
we assume that the maximum positive text height is less than
100.
Denote the predicted squared box and rotation angle for a
given pixel i as Bi and θi , and Bi∗ and θi∗ are the corresponding
ground truth. The loss function L bot for bottom-up detection
is given by:
L bot =

Fig. 5 The illustration of RoISlide. Green arrows indicate the direction of sliding, and blue arrows indicate the results of each quadrangle
through RoISlide. We show the process of RoISlide on the input image
for better visualization, but actually the operation is on feature maps
(Color figure online)





1 
IoU Bi , Bi∗ + α 1 − cos(θi − θi∗ ), (4)
|P|
i∈P

where α is a hyper-parameter which is empirically set as 10
in our experiments, and P is the positive area in Centerline
Segmentation task.
Top-down Detection This task is to depict the minimum
enclosing rotated rectangle of each text by detecting in topdown manner. The detected rotated rectangle can guide the
detector to better group local units in the inference stage. To
regress the minimum enclosing rotated rectangle with fast
convergence, we use a Scale&Shift module (He et al. 2017c),
which can be formulated as:
ỹ = 800 · y − 400, y ∈ (0, 1),

(5)

where y is the output of a sigmoid layer and ỹ is the offset
from coordinate of a quadrilateral vertex. Here we assume
that the maximum positive text size is less than 400.
Denote the predicted rotated rectangle for a given pixel i
as G i , and G i∗ is the corresponding ground truth. The loss
function L top for top-down detection is given by:
L top =



1 
Smooth L 1 G i − G i∗ ,
|P|

(6)

i∈P

where

Smooth L 1 (x) =

0.5x 2 if |x| < 1,
|x| − 0.5 otherwise.

(7)

We choose smooth L 1 loss here for its robustness to outliers. In addition, smooth L 1 loss has better compatibility
with the bottom-up detector, which will be further analyzed
in experiments.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 RoIRotate leads to wrong recognition results for characters at
the junction of two rotated squares (yellow boxes), and the proposed
LTN in RoISlide can refine features transformed by RoIRotate. In each
row, from left to right: with RoIRotate and with RoISlide. Green dots
show the vertexes of polygons (Color figure online)

3.3 RoISlide
To connect arbitrary shaped text detection and recognition,
RoISlide is proposed to extract features for arbitrary shaped
text regions from whole image feature maps. As the shape
of text varies tremendously, it is difficult to extract features directly. Therefore, RoISlide transforms detected local
rotated squares in a sliding manner, in which the transformed
local features indirectly constitute the whole text features.
RoISlide performs in two steps. First, it sorts the detected
local rotated squares according to the overall direction of
the text line. Then, a Local Transformer Network (LTN) is
employed to transform features within each rotated square
into rectified ones sequentially. Afterwards, the whole text
features are converted into sequenced local feature maps of
identical dimensionality as shown in Fig. 5. We set the height
and width of output feature maps as 8 in our experiments.

International Journal of Computer Vision

Denote the sequenced local rotated squares after the first
step as R = {R1 , R2 , ..., R N }. We first crop each rotated
square Rn from feature maps with RoIRotate (Liu et al.
2018). Although most rotated features could be rectified
after RoIRotate, the characters at the junction of two rotated
squares will rotate with two different angles, causing difficulties in recognizing characters (Feng et al. 2019). As shown
in Fig. 6, the character “A” in the Fig. 6a and the character “E” in the Fig. 6b are mis-classified with RoIRotate, as
they are located at the junction of two rotated squares. Therefore, the LTN is proposed to refine features transformed by
RoIRotate. Specifically, LTN first computes a series of affine
transformation matrices M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , M N } with features cropped according to R, which contain 6-dimensional
parameters. The LTN consists of two convolution + max
pooling layers, followed by two fully-connected layers for
the estimation of the transformation parameters. It should be
noticed that the LTN is trained jointly with other modules
without additional supervision.
With the computed transformation parameters, a sample
grid is generated to warp the input features. The point-wise
affine transformation can be formulated as:


xcs
ycs

⎛ t⎞
⎛ ⎞
 11 12 13  xct
xc
θ θ θ
= Mn ⎝ yct ⎠ = n21 n22 n23 ⎝ yct ⎠ ,
θn θn θn
1
1

(8)

where (xcs , ycs ) and (xct , yct ) represent the coordinates of a
point on the feature maps cropped from Rn and transformed
feature maps, respectively. Finally, the output sequenced features F = {F1 , F2 , ..., FN } are extracted with N sets of
sampling points with bilinear interpolation.
Different from RoIRotate (Liu et al. 2018) which extracts
whole features directly with only one set of transformation parameters, RoISlide extracts local features in a sliding
manner, and uses different transformation parameters for different local areas. Therefore, RoISlide can extract arbitrary
shaped features, not only oriented features. Furthermore,
although RoIRotate can also be extended to transform local
features in a sliding manner for handling curved texts, it will
cause angle errors for characters at the junction, thus the proposed local transformer network in RoISlide is more robust
to the variability of orientation.

3.4 Text Recognition
Most previous text recognition methods are based on LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997), which predict each time
step sequentially. However, the sequential prediction leads
to inefficiency, and LSTM is more difficult to optimize than
CNN. Therefore, we adopt the similar idea in Wang et al.
(2012) and Yin et al. (2017), which use sliding convolution
character models rather than traditional LSTM. As the whole

Table 1 The network architecture of the text recognizer
Type

Configurations

Input

N×8×8

Conv_bn_relu

3 × 3, 128, stride 1 × 1

Conv_bn_relu

3 × 3, 128, stride 1 × 1

Max Pooling

2 × 2, stride 2 × 2

Conv_bn_relu

3 × 3, 256, stride 1 × 1

Conv_bn_relu

3 × 3, 256, stride 1 × 1

Max Pooling

2 × 2, stride 2 × 2

Conv_bn_relu

3 × 3, 512, stride 1 × 1

Conv_bn_relu

3 × 3, 512, stride 1 × 1

Fully connection

256, drop: 0.5

Fully connection

W

Each convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization layer and
a ReLU layer. W is the number of character classes

framework achieves text spotting in an end-to-end manner,
the input features of text recognizer are extracted by RoISlide
instead of cropping out the image patch. The text recognition
branch consists of a character classifier and a CTC (Graves
et al. 2006) decoder. The character classifier predicts a label
distribution with the input features Fn , and the CTC decoder
decodes the prediction results of F into the final sequence.
The character classifier takes features extracted by RoISlide as input, which already carries low-level semantic
information of the original image, thus we replace the network in Yin et al. (2017) with a simpler one as shown in
Table 1. The network architecture consists of sequential convolutional and pooling layers, in which each convolutional
layer is followed by a batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy
2015) (BN) layer for fast convergence. The final output of
convolutional layer is flattened into a vector of length 2048,
and then fed into the following two fully-connected layers.
We also insert one dropout layer after the first fully-connected
layer to avoid overfitting. Finally, we adopt a softmax layer
to get the label distribution X n of Fn .
To transform the probability distribution of F to the final
sequence, we adopt the CTC decoder and assume that each
Fn extracted by RoISlide represents a time step. Denote the
CTC path as π whose sequence length is equal to N , and
the mapping function as B, which is used to remove repetitions and delete the blank. The conditional probability of the
ground truth y is the sum of the probabilities of all the paths
by B:
P(y|X ) =



P(π |X ),

(9)

π ∈B −1 (y)

and the objective is to maximize the log likelihood of Eq. (9).
Denote the number of text regions in an input image as M.
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Input Boxes

Output Boundaries

Recognition Results

(10)

Group Previous methods (Long et al. 2018; Feng et al. 2019)
group input boxes using disjoint-set or heuristic conditions,
which involve many hyper-parameters and may bring more
noise. To avoid these problems, we adopt the proposed topdown detector to group local rotated squares, which fuses
results of bottom-up and top-down detectors. Denote the
predicted rotated squares (from the bottom-up detector) and
rotated rectangles (from the top-down detector) for two given
pixel i and j as [Ri , G i ] and [R j , G j ]. If the IoU of G i and
G j surpasses threshold T h g , we group Ri and R j to the same
group. We set T h g as 0.2 if texts are annotated at line-level,
or 0.5 if annotated at word-level. This annotation-dependent
threshold is based on two considerations. On one hand, local
rotated squares of close text instances are easily grouped by
mistake, so the higher threshold for word-level annotations
can avoid the adhesion problem. On the other hand, global
rotated rectangles of large scale text are easily divided into
several parts. Therefore, the lower threshold for line-level
annotations can overcome the limitations of the receptive
field.

To train the whole framework in an end-to-end manner, the
loss function for one spotter can be written as:

Sort After grouping local rotated squares, we sort them for
boundary generation and text recognition. First, we judge
whether the overall direction is horizontal or vertical according to the average angle of all boxes within the same group.
Then boxes are sorted from left to right (horizontal) or from
top to bottom (vertical).

RISTORANTE
MARCO
POLO

Group

Sample
Sort

Decoder
Classify

R-I-ST-O-RA-NTE
M--A-R-C-O
PP-O-L--O

Fig. 7 The procedure of inference. Red rotated squares show the output
of the bottom-up detection branch, and yellow rotated rectangles are
the output of the top-down detection branch. After grouping, rotated
squares with the same color represent the same group. Green arrows
indicate the directions of sorting. In the output boundaries, dots show
the vertexes after sampling. In the classification result, “-” means blank
(Color figure online)

The loss for text recognition L r ec can be formulated as:
L r ec = −

M
1 
log p(ym |X ).
M
m=1

3.5 Optimization

L spot = L seg + λbot L bot + λtop L top + λr ec L r ec ,

(11)

where λbot , λtop and λr ec are the hyper-parameters to control the balance among tasks. The full loss function L is the
combination of two spotters:
L = λspot1 L spot1 + λspot2 L spot2 ,

(12)

where the weights constants λspot1 , λspot2 are all set to 1 in
our experiments. The labels for two spotters are exactly the
same, and the loss of them are back propagated to the lower
layers.

3.6 Inference
The inference stage aims to generate text boundary and content. For the spotter of each scale, each point of the prediction
maps is related with a rotated square (from the bottom-up
detector), a rotated rectangle (from the top-down detector)
and a confidence score (from the centerline segmentation
map). We first apply thresholding to the text centerline segmentation map to filter the non-text region. Then we conduct
four steps (as follows) based on rotated squares and rotated
rectangles after thresholding to get text boundaries and recognition results as shown in Fig. 7.
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Sample For boundary generation, we take the height of local
rotated squares as the interval to sample the sorted boxes.
Then the sampled local boxes make up the vertexes of polygons. Finally we link the vertexes sequentially to generate
the boundary of text.
Recognize For text recognition, RoISlide is performed on
corresponding scale feature maps with the ordered boxes.
Then the character classifier classifies the transformed features. Finally, the CTC decoder decodes prediction results to
get recognition results.
Finally, we conduct NMS on generated text regions to
combine results of two spotters. For each text region, the
confidence score is the average score of local rotated squares
that make up the region. Text regions selected by NMS and
corresponding recognition results form the final results.

3.7 Label Generation
In the training phase, training images are annotated to provide
labels for text centerline, bottom-up and top-down detection,
and text recognition as shown in Fig. 8.
Centerline To extract the text centerline, we adopt the similar assumption to TextSnake, in which the number of anchor
points sampled on the two sidelines is equal. Therefore, arbitrary shaped text is made up of several quadrangles, e.g.
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Fig. 8 The procedure of label generation. a Expanded text centerline.
b Yellow box is the local square, whose side length is the local height h.
And the rotation angle is θ. c Green box shows the minimum enclosing
rotated rectangle, and dashed yellow lines are the ground truths of the

top-down detection task. d Two cases are ignored in the text recognition
task: blurry text (red box) and cropped text (green box) (Color figure
online)

ABG H , BC F G and C D E F in Fig. 8a. The centerline of
each quadrangle forms the centerline of the whole text, then
we shrink the beginning and end of centerline by half of the
average short side length h mean , which make it easier for the
detector to distinguish close text instances. Finally, the centerline is expanded by 15 h mean to avoid the influence of noise.

4 Experiments

Bottom-Up Detector The local rotated squares of the
bottom-up detector can be represented by the local height
and angle as shown in Fig. 8b. The local height is the distance from a point on centerline to the corresponding point on
sidelines. Then, the local square takes this centerline point as
the center, and the side length as the local height. To regress
the local square, each centerline point and its expanded points
predict distances from the vertexes of the local square. The
local angle is the angle of the quadrangle where the centerline
point is located.
Top-Down Detector To generate the global rotated rectangle for the top-down detector, we use the min Ar ea Rect
method in OpenCV, where the input is the boundary points of
arbitrary shaped text. Then, we arrange the order of rotated
rectangle vertexes (from top-left to bottom-left in clock-wise
order) following He et al. (2018b). Finally, each centerline
point predicts the offset from a vertex of the rotated rectangle
to that of the point as shown in Fig. 8c.
Text Content Some text instances are ignored for the text
recognition task in two cases as shown in Fig. 8d. First, if
texts are so blurry that the content can not be read clearly,
these text instances will be ignored. Second, if the text is cut
off after data augmentation, we will also ignore it. As the
framework only needs word/line-level annotations, it is difficult to determine the remaining text content of the incomplete
text instance.

4.1 Datasets
We evaluated the performance of the proposed method on five
public datasets, including two datasets of arbitrary shaped
text and three of oriented text. Four datasets contain English
texts and one contains mainly Chinese texts.
CTW1500 (Liu et al. 2017) contains 1000 training images
and 500 test images. Besides horizontal and multi-oriented
texts, at least one curved text is contained in each image. Each
text is labeled as a polygon with 14 vertexes in line-level.
The evaluation protocol of end-to-end recognition is similar
to that of ICDAR 2015, where quadrangles are changed to
arbitrary polygons. The end-to-end recognition results are
evaluated over two lexicons: “None” and “Full”. “None”
means that no lexicon is used, and “Full” lexicon provides
words in the whole test set.
Total-Text (Ch’ng and Chan 2017) has 1255 training images
and 300 test images. Similar to CTW1500, this dataset also
contains curved text, as well as horizontal and multi-oriented
text. In the evaluation stage, word-level detection is required,
and the evaluation protocol of end-to-end recognition follows
that for CTW1500.
ICDAR 2015 is the Challenge 4 of the 2015 Robust Reading
Competition (Karatzas et al. 2015), offering 1000 training
images and 500 testing images. This dataset is focused on
incidental scene text, in which each text is labeled as a
quadrangle with 4 vertexes in word-level. The text spotting
results are evaluated over three lexicons: “Strong”, “Weak”
and “Generic”. Strong lexicon provides 100 words that may
appear in each image. Words in the whole test set are provided in weak lexicon, and generic lexicon contains a 90K
vocabulary.
COCO-Text (Veit et al. 2016) is one of the challenges of
ICDAR 2017 Robust Reading Competition, offering 43,686
images for training and 20,000 images for testing. Although
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Table 2 Results on CTW1500
test set

Method

Detection
P

R

F

End-to-end
None

Full

SegLink (Shi et al. 2017)

42.3

40.0

40.8

–

–

EAST (Zhou et al. 2017)

78.7

49.1

60.4

–

–

DMPNet (Liu and Jin 2017)

69.9

56.0

62.2

–

–

FOTS (Liu et al. 2018)

79.5

52.0

62.8

21.1

39.7

CTD (Liu et al. 2017)

74.3

65.2

69.5

–

–

CTD + TLOC (Liu et al. 2017)

77.4

69.8

73.4

–

–

TextSnake (Long et al. 2018)

67.9

85.3

75.6

–

–

Wang et al. (2019)

80.1

80.2

80.1

–

–

PSENet (Wang et al. 2019)

84.8

79.7

82.2

–

–

CRAFT (Baek et al. 2019)

86.0

81.1

83.5

–

–

TextDragon (Feng et al. 2019) MS

84.5

82.8

83.6

39.7

72.4

Our two-stage

83.3

83.1

83.2

38.7

71.6

Text spotter 1

84.3

82.3

83.3

39.8

72.9

Text spotter 2

86.5

81.4

83.8

40.6

73.7

Proposed

87.3

81.8

84.5

41.4

74.3

Proposed MS

87.8

82.4

85.0

42.2

74.9

“MS” means multi-scale testing
Bold Values denote the best results of each column

text instances in this dataset are oriented, each text is labeled
in the form of axis-aligned bounding box. For end-to-end
recognition, the evaluation protocol is similar to that of
ICDAR 2015, but no lexicons are provided.
CASIA-10K (He et al. 2018b) is a Chinese scene text dataset,
containing 7000 training images and 3000 testing images.
Each text is labeled as a quadrangle with 4 vertexes in linelevel. In this dataset, the scale of text varies dramatically,
which requires large receptive field for text detection.

segmentation task is well optimized. The learning rate is fixed
to 0.01 in the pre-training stage, then we train the model with
a learning rate of 0.001 during the fine-tuning stage. In the test
stage, the longer side of the images in ICDAR 2015, COCOText and CASIA-10K are resized to 2240, and all images
are rescaled to 960 × 960 for CTW1500 and Total-Text. For
multi-scale testing, we resize the longer side of images to
2240, 1280, 960, 480 and 320. Results from all scales are
combined and fed to NMS to get the final results.

4.3 Comparison with the State-of-the-art
4.2 Implementation Details
The whole experiments are implemented on Caffe framework (Jia et al. 2014), and run on a workstation with 2.9 GHz
12-core CPU, 256G RAM, GTX Titan X and Ubuntu 64bit OS. We use VGG-16 Simonyan and Zisserman (2015)
as the stem network, which inherits parameters trained on
ImageNet dataset (Krizhevsky et al. 2012). As the text recognizer needs far more data than the detector, we pre-train
the model on the SynthText dataset (Gupta et al. 2016) for
600 k iterations. As for CASIA-10K, we use the method in
SynthText to synthesize a Chinese dataset of about two million images for pre-training. Then the model is fine-tuned on
other datasets separately for 120 k iterations. We conduct all
the experiments with the batch size of 18 on 1 GPU.
For data augmentation, images are resized and rotated randomly, then a patch of 320 × 320 is cropped from the whole
image. We first set the loss weight λbot , λtop and λr ec to 0.01,
and then we raise them to 0.1 and 0.05, respectively after the
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In this subsection, we compare with previous methods on
several datasets to verify the superiority of our method.
4.3.1 CTW1500
As shown in Table 2, the proposed method achieves stateof-the-art performance on CTW1500 dataset. The CTW1500
dataset contains lots of long curved texts, which require large
receptive field for the text detector. However, the proposed
bottom-up detector detects local units of each text, making
the detector free from the restriction of the receptive field.
Compared with methods (Liu et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2019)
which detect text in top-down manner, our method outperforms them by a large margin in the text detection task. For
the end-to-end recognition task, the proposed text spotter also
outperforms our previous method (Feng et al. 2019). We also
report the performance of each text spotter in Table 2. The
results show that a separate spotter can achieve comparable

International Journal of Computer Vision

Fig. 9 Examples of text spotting results on CTW1500. It is shown that our model can detect and recognize long curved text. Green lines show the
output boundaries, and red regions show recognition results (Color figure online)
Table 3 Results on Total-Text
test set

Method

Detection

End-to-end

P

R

F

None

Full

SegLink (Shi et al. 2017)

30.3

23.8

26.7

–

–

Ch’ng and Chan (2017)

40.0

33.0

36.0

–

–

EAST (Zhou et al. 2017)

50.0

36.2

42.0

–

–

FOTS (Liu et al. 2018)

52.3

38.0

44.0

32.2

35.9

Liao et al. (2017)

62.1

45.5

52.5

36.3

48.9

TextSnake (Long et al. 2018)

82.7

74.5

78.4

–

–

Wang et al. (2019)

80.9

76.2

78.5

–

–

Mask TextSpotter (Liao et al. 2019)

81.8

75.4

78.5

65.3

77.4

TextDragon (Feng et al. 2019) MS

85.6

75.7

80.3

48.8

74.8

PSENet (Wang et al. 2019)

84.0

78.0

80.9

–

–

CRAFT (Baek et al. 2019)

87.6

79.9

83.6

–

–

Our two-stage

83.6

76.7

80.0

47.9

74.6

Proposed

87.1

80.3

83.5

54.6

78.6

Proposed MS

87.3

81.1

84.1

55.8

79.2

“MS” means multi-scale testing
Bold Values denote the best results of each column

performance to the state-of-the-art methods, and combining
the results of two spotters achieves better performance. Some
text spotting results in Fig. 9 show that our method can handle
long cured texts.
4.3.2 Total-Text
Our method reaches state-of-the-art performance on TotalText dataset as shown in Table 3. As this dataset requires
word-level text detection, the main challenge compared with
CTW1500 is to separate close text instances. With the help of
top-down text detector, different text instances are separated
easily as the IoU of their rotated rectangle is low. Compared with our previous method (Feng et al. 2019), which
is easily influenced by the adhesion problem, the proposed
method improves text detection performance significantly.
For the end-to-end recognition task, our method achieves
state-of-the-art result over full lexicon. Although the perfor-

mance is not the best in recognition without lexicon, it should
be noticed that our method only needs word-level annotations instead of character-level annotations as used in Mask
TextSpotter Liao et al. (2019). Some text spotting results in
Fig. 10 show that the proposed method can detect and recognize arbitrary shaped texts in word-level.
4.3.3 ICDAR 2015
This dataset contains oriented texts, though our method is
designed for arbitrary shaped texts. Compared with methods particularly designed for oriented texts, our method
achieves better end-to-end recognition performance as shown
in Table 4. This demonstrates the feasibility of our method
for detecting and recognizing oriented texts as well as arbitrary shaped texts. Although our method is not best with a
generic lexicon, it should be noticed that Mask TextSpotter
needs character-level annotations and the recognition results
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91.4
92.8

Our two-stage

Proposed

Proposed MS

85.8

85.3

82.7

82.2

83.3

87.9

83.8

87.3

86.0

84.3

81.0

84.5

80.4

80.0

78.3

R

89.2

88.2

84.7

83.3

83.1

89.8

87.9

87.0

87.6

86.9

86.0

85.7

82.6

81.0

80.7

F

Proposed MS

Proposed

Our two-stage

With IoU Loss

W/o bottom-up detector

FOTS (Liu et al. 2018) MS

TextDragon (Feng et al. 2019) MS

Mask TextSpotter (Liao et al. 2019)

Deep text spotter (Bušta et al. 2017)

HUST_MCLAB (Shi et al. 2017, ?)

Mask TextSpotter (Lyu et al. 2018)

TextProposals (Gómez and Karatzas 2017; Jaderberg et al. 2014)

Stradvision (Karatzas et al. 2015)

TextSpotter (Neumann and Matas 2016)

Baseline OpenCV3.0 (Karatzas et al. 2015)

Method

84.5

83.7

78.2

75.5

75.7

83.6

82.5

83.0

54.0

67.9

79.3

53.3

43.7

35.0

13.8

S

80.2

79.2

76.2

73.7

73.4

79.1

78.3

77.7

51.0

–

73.0

49.6

–

20.0

12.0

W

End-to-end

66.7

65.8

60.0

55.7

55.0

65.3

65.2

73.5

47.0

–

62.4

47.2

–

16.0

8.0

G

87.3

86.8

81.1

77.4

77.2

87.0

86.2

82.4

58.0

70.6

79.3

56.0

45.9

37.0

14.7

S

83.1

82.5

78.3

75.8

75.7

82.4

81.6

78.1

53.0

–

74.5

52.3

–

21.0

12.6

W

Word spotting

69.5

68.4

60.1

56.8

56.5

68.0

68.0

73.6

51.0

–

64.2

49.7

–

16.0

8.4

G

“P”, “R”, “F” represent “Precision”, “Recall”, “F-measure”, respectively. “S”, “W”, “G” represent recognition with “Strong”, “Weak”, “Generic” lexicon, respectively. “MS” means multi-scale
testing
Bold Values denote the best results of each column

84.4
86.7

With IoU loss

91.9
82.9

W/o bottom-up detector

92.5

TextDragon (Feng et al. 2019) MS

FOTS (Liu et al. 2018) MS

86.6

Mask TextSpotter (Liao et al. 2019)

91.6

Mask TextSpotter (Lyu et al. 2018)
89.8

86.9

PSENet (Wang et al. 2019)

89.2

84.9

TextSnake (Long et al. 2018)

CRAFT (Baek et al. 2019)

82.0

Wang et al. (2019)

83.3

He et al. (2017c) MS

P

Detection

EAST (Zhou et al. 2017)

Method

Table 4 Results on ICDAR 2015 test set
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Fig. 10 Examples of text spotting results on Total-Text. The first row is
with the top-down detector and the second row is without the top-down
detector. Yellow lines show that the bottom-up detector usually suffers

from the adhesion problem without top-down detector, and red regions
show recognition results (Color figure online)

Fig. 11 Examples of text spotting results on ICDAR 2015. It is shown that our model can handle close text instances. Green lines show the output
boundaries, and red regions show recognition results (Color figure online)

are obtained from the ensemble of two kinds of text recognizers. In addition, the proposed method outperforms previous
methods with strong and weak lexicons, which shows the
superiority of our method. The ICDAR 2015 dataset also
requires word-level text detection, so distinguishing close
text instances is challenging for our previous method (Feng
et al. 2019, which detects text in the bottom-up manner. As
the proposed method fuses bottom-up and top-down processing, the text detection performance is improved significantly.
Some text spotting results in Fig. 11 show that our method
can handle close text instances.

4.3.4 COCO-Text
Our method also achieves state-of-the-art performance on
this dataset as shown in Table 5. As oriented texts are labeled
with axis-aligned bounding boxes in this dataset, which cannot fulfill the training of our model, we use the model trained
on ICDAR 2015 to evaluate on this dataset directly. This verifies the generalization ability of our method on large scale text
datasets. Although the lexicon is not provided, the proposed
method achieves better end-to-end recognition performance
than Mask TextSpotter (Liao et al. 2019). Some text spotting
results in Fig. 12 show that our method has strong generalization ability.
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Table 5 Results on COCO-Text test set
Method

Detection

End-to-end

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Precision

Recall

F-measure

AP

Baseline A* (Veit et al. 2016)

83.8

23.3

36.5

68.4

28.3

40

–

Baseline B* (Veit et al. 2016)

59.7

10.7

19.1

9.97

54.5

16.9

–

Baseline C* (Veit et al. 2016)

18.6

4.7

7.5

1.7

4.2

2.4

–

EAST* (Zhou et al. 2017)

50.4

32.4

39.5

–

–

–

–

WordSup* (Hu et al. 2017)

45.2

30.9

36.8

–

–

–

–

SSTD* (He et al. 2017b)

46

31

37

–

–

–

–

UM**

47.6

65.5

55.1

–

–

–

–

TDN SJTU v2**

62.4

54.3

51.8

–

–

–

–

Text detection DL**

60.1

61.8

61.4

–

–

–

–

WPS**

–

–

–

–

–

–

18.8

Foo & Bar**

–

–

–

–

–

–

27.0

Tencent-DPPR Team & USTB-PRIR**

–

–

–

–

–

–

43.6

RRD (Liao et al. 2018 MS)

64.0

57.0

61.0

–

–

–

–

Lyu et al. (2018)

72.5

52.9

61.1

–

–

–

–

Mask TextSpotter (Liao et al. 2019)

66.8

58.3

62.3

65.8

37.3

47.61

23.9

Proposed

66.82

59.43

62.91

66.8

38.0

48.44

51.86

Proposed MS

66.13

61.81

63.90

67.2

38.9

49.28

53.19

“AP” represents average precision. “*” indicates that the method is evaluated with V1.1 annotations. “**” indicates that the results are on the
competition website. “MS” means multi-scale testing
Bold Values denote the best results of each column

4.4 Ablation Studies

Table 6 Detection results on CASIA-10K test set
Method

Precision

Recall

F-measure

EAST (Zhou et al. 2017)

77.71

53.27

63.21

SegLink (Shi et al. 2017)

72.75

69.67

71.18

He et al. (2018b) MS

81.28

70.48

75.50

Our Detection

85.46

69.14

76.44

Proposed

85.64

71.62

78.00

Proposed MS

86.34

72.60

78.88

“MS” means multi-scale testing. Results other than ours are obtained
from He et al. (2018b)
Bold Values denote the best results of each column

4.3.5 CASIA-10K
This dataset does not have text spotting task so we only report
our text detection result. As shown in Table 6, the proposed
method achieves state-of-the-art performance. Although the
scale of Chinese text varies dramatically, the proposed residual dual scale mechanism can make the framework robust
to scale variance. The result shows strong compatibility of
our method for both English and Chinese texts. Some text
detection results in Fig. 13 show that the proposed method
can detect text of various scales and orientations.
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In this subsection, we conduct some comparison experiments
to demonstrate the benefits of fusing bottom-up and top-down
processing, and the effectiveness of residual dual scale mechanism.
4.4.1 Bottom-Up Detector With Versus Without IoU Loss
The IoU loss proposed in Yu et al. (2016) aims to optimize
the coordinates of a bounding box jointly and handle the
imbalance between different size boxes. Compared with the
smooth L 1 loss, IoU loss could be more robust to the scale
variation. To demonstrate the effectiveness of IoU loss, we
evaluate a variant of the bottom-up detector which regresses
local boxes with the smooth L 1 loss. However, the improvement is not significant (0.2% in F-measure) as shown in
Table 7. The main reason is that local boxes are used to
regress the local height of text lines, while the variance of
text height is smaller than that of box size. Therefore, the
original IoU loss should be modified to make it more suitable for bottom-up detector.
4.4.2 IoU Loss With Versus Without Sigmoid&Scale Module
As the predicted coordinate offsets are all positive, the original IoU loss adopts the ReLU layer to constrain predicted
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Fig. 12 Examples of text spotting results on COCO-Text. Green lines show the output boundaries, and red regions show recognition results (Color
figure online)

Fig. 13 Examples of text detection results on CASIA-10K. It is shown that our model can detect text of various scales and orientations. Green lines
show the output boundaries (Color figure online)
Table 7 Ablation experiments on CTW1500 test set
Component

Detection performance on CTW1500 test set


IoU loss?
Sigmoid&Scale?



























Top-down detector?



Dual scale?



Assign scale manually?



Residual dual scale?
F-measure



80.2

80.4

81.4

values. However, the range of local text height is specific
in Centerline Segmentation task, we can add more prior
knowledge into the original loss function. The proposed Sigmoid& Scale module (see Sect. 3.2) could further constrain
the range of predicted values, which makes regression more
accurate. To demonstrate the superiority of Sigmoid&Scale
module, we compare the IoU loss with the original ReLU
layer and proposed Sigmoid&Scale module. As shown in

82.0

82.4

82.8

84.5

Table 7, the Sigmoid&Scale module based method outperforms the ReLU based method, indicating that more prior
knowledge can improve the detection performance. Furthermore, combining IoU loss with the Sigmoid&Scale module
also outperforms the smooth L 1 loss significantly. This further proves the effectiveness of Sigmoid&Scale module.
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4.4.5 Top-down Detection With Versus Without Smooth L1
Loss

Fig. 14 Loss curves of text detection and recognition. a Detection loss
curves of four spotters are similar. b Scale of input features are important
for the text recognition task

4.4.3 Detection With Versus Without Top-Down Detector
The proposed top-down detector could provide overall border
information to distinguish close text instance in the inference stage explicitly. To verify the effect of the top-down
detector on line-level text dataset, we evaluate a variant of
our detector on CTW1500 by removing the top-down detector branch. As shown in Table 7, removing the top-down
detector branch leads to 0.6% drop in F-measure. Therefore,
although the adhesion problem is not significant in line-level
dataset, the top-down detector can also improve the performance by providing overall direction and scale information
for the bottom-up detector. To demonstrate the importance
of the top-down detector on word-level dataset, we compare
the proposed method and previous method TextDragon (Feng
et al. 2019) on Total-Text dataset. As our previous method
only has the bottom-up detector branch, which can be used
as the baseline here. As shown in Table 3, using the topdown detector to distinguish close text instance improves
3.8% in F-measure and 4.4% in end-to-end recognition. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of the top-down detector on
word-level dataset. Some qualitative comparisons are shown
in Fig. 10.

4.4.4 Detection With Versus Without Bottom-Up Detector
As the top-down detector represents text RoI with a minimum enclosing rotated rectangle, its detection results can be
used to describe oriented text like ICDAR 2015 dataset. However, the top-down detector regresses the offset of coordinates
directly, which ignores geometric features of text. Therefore, adding the proposed bottom-up detector could provide
geometric features like height and orientation. To verify the
benefits of the bottom-up detector, we evaluate a variant of
our detector removing the bottom-up detector branch. The
results in Table 4 show that adding the bottom-up detector
improves about 1.6% in F-measure, which demonstrates that
top-down and bottom-up detectors can benefit each other.
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Some previous text detection methods (Zhou et al. 2017; Liu
et al. 2018) use IoU loss and rotation angle loss to regress
the rotated rectangle, but the proposed top-down detector
detects the rotated rectangle directly with smooth L 1 loss.
As the bottom-up detector can also predict the local orientation, adopting rotation angle loss to detect the rotated
rectangle will get duplicate supervision. To demonstrate the
importance of adopting smooth L 1 loss in top-down detector, we evaluate a variant of our method using IoU loss and
rotation angle loss in the top-down detector. As shown in
Table 4, using IoU loss and rotation angle loss reduces 1.3%
in F-measure compared to that using smooth L1 loss. This
justifies that adopting smooth L 1 loss in top-down detector
has better compatibility with the bottom-up detector.
4.4.6 Why Dual Scale?
Multi-scale detectors (Lin et al. 2017; Liao et al. 2017, 2018)
usually use more than two scales to deal with scale invariance. However, these methods only focus on object detection,
which does not need many detailed features. Compared with
text detection, text recognition is a finer-grained task and
needs denser features. As the proposed method focuses on
both text detection and recognition, the input features of the
text spotter need to contain enough detail information. To
justify the impact of scales on text detection and recognition,
we evaluate a variant of our method which contains four
spotters, and the scales of input features are 1/4, 1/8, 1/16
and 1/32, respectively. The loss curves of text detection and
recognition on the SynthText dataset are shown in Fig. 14.
Figure 14a shows that there is no significant difference in
th detection loss curves of four spotters. This verifies that
it is feasible to adopt more scales in the text detection task.
However, Fig. 14b shows that the scale influences largely on
the recognition loss. The scales of 1/4 and 1/8 perform similarly, and outperform scales of 1/16 and 1/32 significantly.
We also evaluate the line accuracy of four text recognizers.
The difference between scale 1/4 and scale 1/8 is less than
2%, and the difference between scale 1/4 and scale 1/32 is
greater than 25%. This proves that text recognition task needs
higher resolution features from earlier CNN layers. Therefore, we adopt dual scale spotters to ensure that input features
are sufficient for both text detection and recognition.
4.4.7 Dual Scale Versus Residual Dual Scale
Most previous methods assign a specific feature level to texts
with similar scale in parallel. However, this ignores the correlation between feature levels, and it is hard to define the scale
of arbitrary shaped texts. The proposed method assigns the
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Table 8 Speed on ICDAR 2015
and CTW1500 test sets

Dataset
ICDAR 2015

CTW1500

Method

Speed
Detection (fps)

End-to-end (fps)

FOTS (Liu et al. 2018)

7.8

7.5

Mask TextSpotter (Liao et al. 2019)

4.8

3.8

TextDragon (Feng et al. 2019)

10.2

7.9

Our two-stage

8.4

5.2

Text spotter 1

10.0

7.7

Text spotter 2

9.5

7.4

Proposed

8.4

6.8

Our two-stage

8.7

5.4

Text spotter 1

10.2

7.9

Text spotter 2

9.7

7.5

Proposed

8.7

7.2

optimal feature level to texts autonomously, and the second
spotter learns the residual of the first instead of running independently. To verify the importance of the residual unit, we
remove the residual unit and let two spotters run in parallel.
The results in Table 7 show that the proposed residual dual
scale mechanism increases by 2.1% in F-measure compared
with the dual scale mechanism. This proves the effectiveness of the residual unit. We also try to use average short
side length to define scale manually (He et al. 2020). If the
average short side length falls in [16, 32), we assign it on a
small scale, and if the average short side length falls in [32,
64], we assign it on a large scale. As shown in Table 7, the
proposed residual dual scale mechanism outperforms manual assignment of scales by 1.7% in F-measure, which proves
that defining the scale manually is suboptimal for arbitrary
shaped texts.

4.4.8 Spotting With Versus Without End-to-End Training
The text recognition supervision can provide text stroke features for text detector, and better detection results can bring
better end-to-end recognition performance. Without end-toend training, text detector may be confused by text-alike
background. Meanwhile, text instances that are not salient
will be ignored. To verify the effectiveness of end-to-end
training, we evaluate a variant of our method in which text
detection and recognition are trained separately. The detector is built by removing the text recognition branch, and
the input of text recognizer is extracted by RoISlide on the
image instead of feature maps. We set the height and width
of extracted boxes as 32 in our experiments. As shown in
Tables 2, 3 and 4 , the proposed method achieves better performance in both text detection and end-to-end recognition
than the two-stage method under different text shapes. We
also evaluate the two-stage method on CASIA-10K dataset
as shown in Table 6, which demonstrates that the text recog-

nition supervision can provide more detailed text stroke
features for both Chinese and English.

4.5 Speed
In this subsection, we report the speed of our method and
analyze the effect of each module on the speed. As shown in
Table 8, the proposed method runs at 6.8 fps and 7.2 fps on
ICDAR 2015 and CTW1500 test sets with the input scale of
2240×1260 and 960×960, respectively. Although the proposed method is not the fastest, the speed is comparable to
previous methods and the performance is better. Compared
with our two-stage method, the proposed method can run
faster (6.8 fps vs. 5.2 fps, 7.2 fps vs. 5.4 fps) while achieving
better performance. As the text spotter 2 only adds a topdown detector to our previous method (Feng et al. 2019),
we compare the speed of text spotter 2 with our previous
method to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed topdown detector. As shown in Table 8, combining top-down
and bottom-up processing only reduces the speed by 0.7 fps
and 0.5 fps in text detection and end-to-end recognition, and
performance gains are significant especially on word-level
datasets. In addition, although the proposed residual dual
scale mechanism combines results of text spotters 1 and 2,
the speed of our method is comparable to each single text
spotter.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel residual dual scale text
spotter, which fuses bottom-up and top-down processing.
The proposed spotter consists of two kinds of text detectors: a bottom-up text detector describing arbitrary shaped
text with a series of rotated squares and a top-down detector
representing the region of interest using a minimum enclos-
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ing rotated rectangle. The integration of their results leads
to more accurate text boundary. The differentiable operator RoISlide unifies text detection and recognition into an
end-to-end pipeline by extracting arbitrary region features
from whole image feature maps. The text recognizer consists of a CNN classifier and a CTC decoder, which makes
the framework efficient and free from character-level annotations. To improve the robustness against scale variance, we
adopt residual dual text spotters in which the second scale
spotter learns the residual of the first. We achieve state-of-theart performance on several datasets, including CTW1500,
Total-Text, ICDAR 2015, COCO-Text and a large Chinese
dataset CASIA-10K. Ablation studies show that the proposed
Sigmoid&Scale module, bottom-up and top-down detectors,
and the residual dual scale mechanism can improve the performance effectively.
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